Abstract
Introduction
Smooth support vector machine(SSVM) is a differentiable model [1] , which adopts unconstrained optimization algorithms with great efficiency and attracts scholars' attentions. Some proposed models with various smooth functions [2, 3] , some generalized to the forecasting area [4] , and some proposed the exact model [5] . The smooth algorithms have two disadvantages. One, the kernel function must satisfy the rigorous Mercer condition, which rejects some usable kernel functions. Two, long training time is needed for large scale data.
Hidden space support vector machine (HSSVM) overcomes the first disadvantage of SSVM [6] , which extends the usable kernel set by mapping the input data to a hidden space with the symmetry hidden function. Researches on HSSVM include finding sparse algorithm [7] or ensemble algorithm [8] , and applying it to novelty detection [9] or feature fusion area [10] . HSSVM figures out the solution to the convex quadratic program by dual technique and has two disadvantages. One, it restricts of the efficient unconstrained optimization algorithms. Two, long training time is needed for large scale data.
To construct a machine with short training time, a piecewise technique was utilized [11] , whose final decision surface was constructed by some linear function in subspaces. It had strong adaptability and good classification ability, but it is only applied to SVM; also, the equidistance partitioning technique of the sample characteristic will induce certain subspace only contain one class, thus limited the accuracies and then the training space should be divided again. Wu [12] and Ye [13] proposed smooth models by replacing the plus function with a differentiable piecewise function; but it is not in accordance with the original ideology of piecewise learning.
This paper presents a smooth model in the hidden space using piecewise technique, the multiple smooth support vector machines with Fuzzy C Means clustering (MSSVM-FCM). Firstly, the data are mapped into the hidden space and then partitioned into several subclasses by FCM. Secondly, a smooth model is derived by replacing the plus function 
Hidden Space
Let X be the independently and identical distributed data, we define a vector () x  made up of a real valued function set
The input point is mapped into a new space of dimension d
The function set
 plays a role similar to a hidden unit in the forward neural networks (FNNS), and is thus referred to as "the hidden function".
The hidden space  is defined as
Take the symmetric function ( , ) 
FCM clustering
FCM is easy to implement. It is introduced to partition all the training data into several disconnected regions by a similarity measure. 
by setting partial derivative of m J to be zero with respect to each parameter. 
Multiple Smooth Models in Hidden Space
The specific formulation of the hidden space is as follows 12 ( , )
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Linking Rule
For the resulted c decision functions, one for each subclass, how to make reasonable use of them is an important procedure to predict the label of any test data. A natural way is considering results of all the subclasses and making compromise among them.
For the test data x , we use decision function of each subclass to predict its label. If the majority of the decision functions judge that the test data belongs to the positive class, the label is set to be positive one; otherwise the label is set to be negative one.
The decision function is as follows 
Experiments and Comparisons
The effectiveness of MSSVM-FCM is demonstrated now on artificial and benchmark datasets. All the experiments are carried out on a PC with P4 CPU, 3.06 GHz, 1GB Memory. The programs are written in pure MATALAB 7.01 Language.
Performances Variances with the Class Number
Generate 300 binary-classification normal distribution data by five normal distribution clusters, in which the positive and negative data are of equal sizes and 5% labels are changed to make overlap. The training process is carried out on all the 300 normal distribution data, and so is the testing process.
To facilitate comparison, same parameters are adopted for various algorithms: the penalty is selected as 
Performances Variances with the Kernel Width
Breast Cancer data is composed of 458 "benign" examples and 241 "malignant" examples, nine attributes for each sample. Set 
 
for example; MSSVM-FCM has a training accuracy of about 24.66%, 27.83% and 31.05% higher than SVM, SSVM and HSSVM with weighting rule; while it has a training accuracy of 26.5%, 29.67% and 32.89% higher than SVM, SSVM and HSSVM.
(2) MSSVM-FCM is insensitive to kernel width, while SVM, SSVM and HSSVM have obvious variances with kernel width. 
